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WE WOULD love it if you joined us on...

Hello & Welcome to your
April 2021 Astrology Magazine
PATRICK ARUNDELL

from the editor...

Welcome to April. It really is Aries Season, and
the ruler of Aries, Mars, is influential too.
This is a month which can be supercharged by
the power of Mars in the communicative Gemini.
Think of the ways we can interact and relate with
passion and airy conviction, and go for it.
The Aires New Moon of the 12th, may see
conservative energies resist some of our newer
ideas and hopes, but passion can take us far.
It is true that Neptune can be both an asset and a
challenge. The vital thing here is to be utterly
clear in our objectives, do our research, discuss
our options with those we trust then move
forwards at pace.
The second half of the month, sees the earthy
dimension of Taurus come into play. With
Uranus connecting with the Sun, Venus and
Mercury change and flexibility will need to be
embraced.
With Mars relocating on the 23rd, home changes
and improvement projects can really come to
life.
The Full Moon of the 27th, asks us to be open to
new and novel ideas, and let go of any set
patterns of expectations.

ALYSSA ARUNDELL

This Month you can
dive further into your
specific Zodiac Sign to
see what the Month of
April holds for you, in
both written and video
format.
Patrick also explores
the Aries New Moon
on the 12th of April in
his Deep Dive Video.
Also please join me for
your Monthly Tarot
Card Reading - this
month I explore the
Eight of Wands, which
could see an some fast
pace movement within
our situations.
Wishing you a very
safe and healthy AprilLove Alyssa x
www.patrickarundell.com

DOWNLOAD
your FREE
Natal Chart
PLEASE CLICK/TAP HERE

Aries New Moon 12th April 2021 + Zodiac
Sign Forecasts
The Aries New Moon on the 12th, is rather complex. Why?
Well the potent energies of Pluto block the lunation,
suggesting that whatever we are trying to work forwards
with, could be inhibited by someone in a position of authority
or with an agenda to hold control.

Therefore patience, but also determination to stick to our
plan, will be crucial to progress.

To see how this will impact you and your indivudual
Zodiac Sign please click/tap below...

Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - April 2021

Aries 21 March - 20 April
You’ll be firing on all cylinders, and ready to
make your mark. With an emphasis on your sign
and a New Moon on the 12th, it’s time to get
started on those plans that you’ve been hatching.
Vitality and energy will be high around April 16th,
which is great for exercise and demanding tasks.
As the focus shifts from the 20th, make time to
slow down and appreciate what you have. The
April 27th Supermoon, is the time to let go of an
issue that has been a cause of tension.

Taurus 21 April - 21 May
Relax, recharge and unwind! With the Sun in a
quieter zone, you’ll have ample opportunity to
resolve issues that have held you back. Need
peace of mind? The New Moon on the 12th,
encourages you to take up a practice that reduces
stress and enhances wellbeing.
You’ll be back in the driving seat from April 20th,
and taking the world by storm. From the 23rd, it’s
time to network, seal those deals and connect with
friends. One encounter may sparkle with promise.

Gemini 22 May - 21 June
A desire to forge new bonds and create valuable
associations is emphasised. Linking up with
kindred spirits can lead to dazzling opportunities.
Ready for an exciting challenge? The April 12th
New Moon, is a great time to make a start.
From April 20th, you’ll enter a quieter, more
meditative phase, that is perfect for getting your
bearings and tying up loose ends. Keen to
transform your lifestyle? The Scorpio Supermoon
on the 27th, could inspire a positive shift.

Cancer 22 June - 23 July
Enjoying the spotlight? With a dynamic focus
pushing you to showcase your skills and promote
your business, this is your time to shine. The
weeks until the 20th, are excellent for advancing
your career and ambitions, with the April 12th New
Moon a launching point for new projects.
From week three, you’ll be keen to enhance your
network and forge new ties. Is romance on the
cards? The Supermoon on the 27th, could find you
brimming with feelings and passions.

Leo 24 July - 23 August
It’s adventure time, with the stellar map inspiring
you to relish new experiences and tackle fresh
challenges. Don’t stick with the tried and trusted,
take the road less travelled. April 12th is perfect for
initiating bold plans, especially those that take you
out of your comfort zone.
From week three, the emphasis is on promoting
yourself, and putting energy into business and
career progress. Don’t ignore intuitive promptings,
as they could lead to golden opportunities, Leo.

Virgo 24 August - 23 September
Ready for dynamic change? The focus on your
sector of transformation can be a call to review
your finances, business affairs or a close bond,
and cut out all the dead wood. What isn’t
working?
Going all out to resolve complex issues could
bring fresh streams of energy into your life.
You’ll be ready for new adventures from April
20th, and eager to take a leap of faith. The
Scorpio Supermoon on April 27th, might bring a
revelation and be a real game-changer, Virgo.

Libra 24 September - 23 October
This month is great for spending quality time
with your partner, for negotiation, teamwork and
finding romance. The New Moon on the 12th
looks to be a turning point, when you may be
ready to take a relationship to the next level.
Even so, finances, business and emotional
bonds, move further up your agenda from week
three. Ready to earn extra cash? The
Supermoon on April 27th, could inspire you to
pare back expenses. Consider recycling or
selling on unused items too.

Scorpio 24 October - 22 November
You’re at your best when you are productive and
efficient, Scorpio. Have big plans? This is the
time to make changes by reorganizing your
routines. The more streamlined you are, the
more you’ll accomplish.
But relationships are equally important, and as
the month gathers pace, progress can be made
with negotiations and around your love life. Mind,
with a potent Supermoon in your sign on the
27th, powerful feelings could override logical
thought processes. Go easy!

Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December
Keen to let off some steam? Those restless
feelings can be a call to get out and hike, walk,
jog, and anything else that allows you to exercise
to your heart’s content. And you’ll feel better for it!
Your love life will also get a boost, Archer.
From week three, it’s time to get down to work
and tackle key projects. Are you ready to change
your habits to improve your wellbeing? If so, the
Supermoon on April 27th, could be a call to take
time out for yourself and unwind more often.

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January
You’ll have more chance to be at home and
attend to homely affairs. The vibrant New Moon
on the 12th, is one of the better times for
decluttering, getting on with DIY projects or
tackling other domestic issues.
From April 20th, you’ll be at a creative and
romantic peak, so indulge a hobby, follow up on
an entrepreneurial idea or connect more deeply
with a significant other. Emotions can flow freely
from April 23rd, with a chance to clear the air and
make new friends.

Aquarius 21 January - 19 February
You’ll have ample opportunity to implement
brilliant ideas, get talking to all the right people and
to promote your ideas. Networking could be the
gateway to a host of new possibilities. Home and
family affairs come into their own from week three,
giving you a chance for some respite and
nurturing.
Use this time to unwind, and to reset your work/life
balance. The Supermoon on April 27th, can put
you in the spotlight, and might coincide with a
major career breakthrough.

Pisces 20 February - 20 March
It’s time to invest in your skills and abilities, and
use them to enhance your cashflow. With a
focus on your financial zone, use this opportunity
to set a budget, re-sell what you no longer need,
and find ways to make your money work harder
for you.
From April 20th, you’ll thrive when you connect
with kindred spirits. As the Sun enters Taurus,
brilliant ideas put into practice can net solid
results. A conversation on April 27th, could have
a positive yet unexpected outcome.
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I use Skype/Zoom for readings and this way I
can share my screen with you and show you
how the planets are impacting on your situation.
All consultations are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading.
For best results for recording a Skype/Zoom
Consultation please use Desktop or a Tablet, if
possible.
*If you choose a 60 Minute reading, I will also
prepare you a FREE 12 Month Personal
Horoscope Report which will be emailed after
the reading.

Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
ONLINE REACH
YouTube Subscription - 84.8k
YouTube Views - 24million
Instagram Followers 11k*

LATEST TESTIMONIALS
1st April 2021, JW – Colorado – USA “It was so great having a chart reading with
Patrick! I’ve been studying astrology for several years, but there is no one I can ask
questions about astrology. Patrick was so insightful and the reading was very
interesting. I now have new things to study that I didn’t know before! Cheers Patrick!”
27th March 2021, CC – California – USA “My reading with Patrick was wonderful. He
highlighted aspects in my natal chart that were helpful and insightful and really
resonated with me, and that have not been focused on in my many readings with other
astrologers in the past. I find Patrick to be highly intuitive – his interpretation and sense
of how to unpack the energies and aspects in a chart is very empowering and deeply
sensed. I got a lot out of my reading and enjoyed speaking with him very much. He is a
lovely man as well as a gifted astrologer.”
27th February 2021, GW – Los Angeles – USA “Patrick is as astute as they come; with a
very caring and insightful heart. Whilst doling out rare astrological gems, he delivers
sage advice in a pragmatic and applicable way. I’ve had my fair share of astro readings
and I must say, Patrick’s style is my favorite.”
24th February 2021, VS – California – USA “Patrick is amazing! I’ve had numerous reads
about my chart and never has anyone been as detailed, accurate and informative as
Patrick is. I feel so much better on my life’s journey after speaking with him. The clarity
I feel, as well as a map helping me through my decisions is truly priceless. I cannot wait
to apply this information to my life and have another view with Patrick in the near
future!”

Please click here to discover more...

MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS APRIL 2021

WITH PATRICK ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

MONTHLY TAROT VIDEOS APRIL 2021

WITH ALYSSA ARUNDELL

Welcome to my Monthly Tarot Videos.
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE
Horoscope Video Reading.
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...
please click here to view

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...
LATEST TESTIMONIALS
13th March 2021, C – Italy “Alyssa gave me clarity and comfort, and hope when the
convulsion of planets in Aquarius was bringing me down. Using her feed-back life has
a new sense, and I am confident that this deep will pass. Alyssa is engaging,
professional and extremely empathetic. I would recommend that to understand you
better you work with both Alyssa and Patrick, they complement each other to provide
you the best guidance possible.”
19th February 2021, AS – Ireland “I had the most amazing reading with Alyssa today.
She was kind, compassionate and understanding. I felt completely comfortable
opening up during my reading and Alyssa understood my situation completely. Do not
hesitate to book a reading with Alyssa, you won’t be disappointed! I am looking
forward to returning in six months time to see my progress!”
18th February 2021, F – Oklahoma – USA “Hi Alyssa!! thanks so much for a fabulous
reading today!! really looking forward to our next one!!”
15th February 2021, A – Skeeton – UK “Dear Alyssa, Thank you so much, it really gave
me some clarity on the situation and I am much more confident now in my decision, I
am feeling really positive for the future!!
8th January 2021, J – London – UK “Hello Alyssa. Thank you so much for this lovely and
very useful reading. You have the gift to make People feel good It’s a gift.”

6th January 2021, AS – Florida – USA “Dear Alyssa, thank you very much for the
reading. You are amazing. Everything that you told me was right on point. And I really
mean everything! I will reach back to you in 6 months for a new reading. You have a
client for life, in me”

april 2021 MONTHLY
TAROT CARD READING
Eight is the number of
ambition and drive.
Nevertheless, it carries a
warning that you need to
plan ahead so we have the
resources to achieve our
aims.
With the buzzing energy of
the suite of wands, it might
be difficult to get down to
sorting the minutia of any
plan, but it is important we
do so.
We might need to hold on to
our hats, as events tend to
move swiftly when the Eight
of Wands appears in our
spread.

The problem with this is that our energy is so
ungrounded it may be virtually impossible to make
practical progress as we are swept off our feet by new
ideas, events and opportunities.
Our thought processes are likely to be intuitive, flash in
the pan affairs, which are ill suited to the concrete results
we crave. We need to take time out, slow down, and
decide what it is we really want. We may be bombarded
with so many offers and ideas, that we feel
overwhelmed. Analyse these for any nuggets of
information that may help us make a choice.
There could well be some very useful information or
news coming our way, but it may not arrive via obvious
channels, let's keep our ears to the ground and our
minds open to gain an advantage.
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Coach using the Spiritual Development tools
of Oracle, Angel, Tarot and Crystals.

Call Free UK:
0800 0678 738
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Call Toll Free USA:
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My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants

Readings:
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Please click/tap here to Book your
Personal Consultation

August MONTHLY TAROT CARD READING

Sometimes the most obvious answer is
the right one, and yes, when the Strength
card appears, it can simply be that our
physical condition is improving, which is
why it is so welcome to those who have
suffered poor health.
Of course, if tarot cards were that
straight forward everyone would be a
tarot reader, so we need to think about
strength in a more profound way.

